THE WORLD OF ESE

CUSTOMER FIRST

DISCOVER
THE WORLD
OF ESE

You may already know ESE World as Europe‘s leading manufacturer
of temporary storage solutions for waste and recycling materials. But
there is a lot more to know about us. We invite you to learn about our
strategy and about the values we can bring to you. We are sure you
will be pleasantly surprised to see how positively these can affect your
business and your goals.

We are proud to introduce you to our experienced staff worldwide.

CUSTOMER FIRST

VALUES
DRIVE OUR
BUSINESS

Our vision is simply to become the best in what we do and to become
your preferred business partner – for a sustainable and successful business for all of us. Our core values determine our strategy and policy
and our corporate culture.
CUSTOMER FIRST
CREATIVITY
RESPONSIBILITY
Let us show to you how we bring them to life and what they mean for
you and our business partnership.

We aim to be the reliable and creative partner you are looking for and
strive to add value to everything we produce and offer.

CUSTOMER FIRST

WE ARE
THERE
FOR YOU

ESE World possesses the strong resources of a globally operating
group. At the same time we are very close to each regional market and
understand our local customers’ needs.
We have offices throughout Europe. So, with specific local application
know-how and local production sites, this allows us to meet your specific requirements. We manufacture close to our customers and apply
an optimised supply chain strategy thus reducing transportation, CO2
emission and delivery time.

Sales offices and agencies all over Europe and specialised export contacts worldwide ensure excellent customer support.

CUSTOMER FIRST

WE GO THE
EXTRA MILE

The members of our team like to provide solutions for you. Decades of
experience and up to date know-how allow us to find innovative approaches for the challenges of your market. We make sure for you that the
products meet all standards and are certified according to the applying
norms – specifically adapted to your region and your customers.

Customer first! No matter how difficult your requests may seem, we go
the extra mile to find a solution.

RESPONSIBILITY

WE VALUE
YOUR
RECYCLABLES

ESE is a market leader in solutions for the temporary storage of waste.
The width of our product range is unrivalled. Mobile waste containers,
public furnishing, hazardous waste systems, underground and semi
underground systems, we design and manufacture all these products
and more. We recognised very early the need for the strategic integration of sustainability and how our products can contribute to the circular
economy. As long as 1997 we introduced environmental management
systems. These systems are aimed at reducing our impact on the environment and are constantly reviewed and updated to support you in
reaching your own sustainability goals.

In our line of business there are many ways to achieve sustainability
which we at ESE aim to deliver with commitment and creativity.

CUSTOMER FIRST

ONE FOR ALL

Our comprehensive range of products is complemented by a full service
and logistics offer. Container distribution and management, collection
and exchange or introduction of identification systems – you can rely on
us for a complete sustainable and efficient waste container service both
small and large scale projects.

100% recycling of used containers is part of the service. It can even be
organised directly on site.

CREATIVITY

DESIGN FOR
THE FUTURE

At ESE 80 years expertise is combined with the creativity of a very
experienced product development team. We believe that product design is the root of sustainability. Our research activities are dedicated to
ensure functionality and at the same time to comply with sustainability
and environmental requirements. We meet these important standards
thanks to our qualified engineers and technicians at all European locations.

Product development at ESE has to follow requirements for attractive
design, user-friendly ergonomics and low noise emission, top quality, optimised use of materials, assembly- and transport- optimisation,
cost-efficiency and 100% recyclability.

CREATIVITY

OUR GREEN
COLOUR
CONCEPT

The ESE colour concept is based on a simple equation: less colour =
more recycling. Dark-grey basic containers, produced from up to 100%
recycled plastics, are combined with coloured lids for waste fraction
identification. Our new recycling colours are also part of the concept.
Three different shades allow the colouring of virtually every recycling
material – no matter which original colours the material had.

COLOUR CONCEPT is a truly sustainable product concept.

CREATIVITY

SUSTAINABLE
DESIGN

The new ESE CL series is a study in sustainable design. From weight
and form factor to the new colour clip concept the product strictly follows a strategy for the environment. Being lightweights with extraordinary stackability CL containers are optimised for handling and transport
which reduces their carbon footprint. Use of less material saves resources as well as RAL-quality manufacture ensures a long product life.
Coloured clips allow flexible use of the containers and the use of up to
100% of recycled material for production.

CL containers save up to 20% CO2 equivalents during product life time
compared to conventional containers.

RESPONSIBILITY

HIGHEST
STANDARD

All ESE products are certified according to local and international
standards and norms (e.g. CEN, DIN, AFNOR, ADR) and fulfil the even
higher requirements of the respective quality marks MARK NF and RAL.
Quality also is one of the main criteria for the definition of eco-friendly
products. A high-quality product rarely needs exchange which is the
best way to save resources and CO2. And what’s more: we set and
establish our own standards for better safety, ergonomics, sustainability
and quality.

Standards, certification or labels, we do the research for you and assume responsibility for the compliance of our products.

RESPONSIBILITY

LESS IS MORE

Responsibility and sustainability seem to come naturally in our area of
business but they face all of us with new challenges. ESE’s modern
production facilities have already implemented the zero waste principle.
The sites operate virtually without waste – any scrap from production is
directly fed back into the process so there is no waste of raw materials at
all. Materials not suitable for production go into external recycling markets.
From 2002 until 2013 for example we reduced the use of material for
our 1100 l containers by 12%, the use of energy for their production by
40% and their carbon footprint by more than 40%.

Less space - more volume. The INGENIO underground system is an
aesthetic solution for urban environments.

RESPONSIBILITY

CERTIFIED
ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

All ESE production facilities have been certified according to the energy
management norm ISO 14001. True to our commitment to continuous
improvement the plant in Neuruppin (Germany) has now as the first of
our production sites been certified according to the even higher standards of ISO 50001.

Our plants in Crissey (France) and Neuruppin work with 100% Green
Energy.

RESPONSIBILITY

NEVER STOP
IMPROVING

ESE has started a LEAN process in its plant in Neuruppin (Germany)
which will be extended to the whole group. The objective of this ongoing process is to identify opportunities and define new approaches to
optimise all processes and reduce wastage even further. Everything is
put to test and challenged - for continuous improvement.

The involvement of all employees in our LEAN process encourages
personal responsibility and ensures best results.

RESPONSIBILITY

TEAMING UP
FOR BEST
RESULTS

Employees from different European locations represent the ESE World.
From product research to sales, from production to recycling - our
employees bring expertise and great dedication to their area of work.
Internal training and further qualification of our team is of high importance to us. It improves job satisfaction, motivation and enthusiasm and
makes our employees highly qualified contacts for you. We aim for an
attractive corporate culture in an international environment and strive to
be one of the top employers to attract the best.

ESE people from all over the world stand for our ideas, our values and
beliefs and our value added products and services.

CUSTOMER FIRST

CHALLENGE
ESE!

Dear Reader
The virtual walk you have taken through the ESE World in this brochure
has shown you many different aspects of our group.
You may have noticed that change as well as continuous improvement
are core elements of our values and strategies. Change for us means
being flexible and creative to answer the demands of the markets worldwide and to provide innovative products and solutions to our customers. Continuity is a key element in our stable and reliable relationships with our business partners.
We would like to show you that our expertise and creativity can support
you in bringing your business forward in ways both proven and completely
new. We are looking forward to seizing exciting new opportunities with
you in our business together.
Björn Hedenström
Chief Executive Officer ESE World B.V.
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